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ABSTRACT - Sensors and Artificial Intelligence Technologies for Situational Awareness of Autonomous Ships 
critically examines the integration of sensor technologies and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies to increase the 
situational awareness of autonomous ships. This article examines a range of sensor systems, including radar, lidar, 
cameras and automatic navigation system (AIS), and evaluates their effectiveness in providing environmental 
awareness to ship management. Additionally, the review also addresses the application of artificial intelligence 
algorithms, such as machine learning, computer vision, and sensor fusion, to analyze and interpret sensor data to 
support decision making in navigation, collision avoidance, and lateral operation. In addition, the integration of 
sensor data through smart technology to increase the reliability and power of the ship's status management, thus 
leading to safe and  efficient maritime transportation. This review examines advances and challenges in technology 
and artificial intelligence, providing insight into the changing landscape of pilot management at sea,  
setting the stage for future efforts to improve the efficiency and independence of marine vessels across a variety of 
operational areas. Its basis is based on research and development studies. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The shipping industry is on the verge of a technological revolution with the emergence of autonomous ships. 
Autonomous ships have the potential to revolutionize global trade and transportation, as well as increase 
efficiency, safety and security. At the heart of this revolution is the integration of advanced technology and 
artificial intelligence (AI) technology, enabling autonomous ships to understand, interpret and react to their 
environment with unprecedented natural awareness. 
 
In this review, we discuss the important role of sensor and artificial intelligence technology in improving 
situational awareness in maritime management. Situational awareness is defined as the perception and 
understanding of the environment and is essential for safe navigation at sea, avoiding accidents and good 
decision making. Maritime operations have always relied on human operators to maintain situational awareness. 
However, the transition to autonomous transportation requires the development of smart sensor packages and 
artificial intelligence algorithms that can replicate or exceed human intelligence. 
 
First, we examine the various sensors used in autonomous vehicles, from radar and lidar to cameras and acoustic 
sensors. Each sensor type has unique advantages and limitations, leading to challenges in integration and data 
fusion. Additionally, we examine the role of sensor fusion technology in integrating data from multiple sources 
to provide a better understanding of the marine environment. 
 
Next, we'll cover the application of AI technologies such as machine learning, computer vision, and natural 
language processing to improve events. In particular, machine learning algorithms allow autonomous ships to 
analyze large volumes of data, identify patterns and predict future events. Computer vision algorithms provide 
the visualization, object detection, and spatial perception necessary to navigate the complex and dynamic ocean 
environment. In addition, natural language processing facilitates communication between autonomous ships and 
human operators, promoting coordination and decision-making. 
 
In this review, we highlight the latest advances, emerging trends and ongoing challenges in sensor and imaging 
technology for situational awareness and ship management. We also discuss the impact of these technologies on 
regulatory processes, ethical considerations and the future prospects of the maritime industry. By combining 
existing research results and industry developments, this review aims to understand the evolution of the 
capabilities of sensors and artificial intelligence in shaping the future of transportation. 
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ANALYSIS OF SENSORS AND AI TRCHNIQUES FOR SITUATIONAL AWARENESS IN 
AUTONOMOUS SHIPS 
The integration of electronic equipment and technology represents a revolutionary change in the development of 
ship situational awareness and new reporting time management in sea voyages. The review highlights the 
important role of advanced technologies such as radar, lidar, cameras and sonar, which enable autonomous ships 
to understand and describe their environment in an unprecedented way. Additionally, advanced technologies 
such as machine learning, computer vision, and natural language processing allow autonomous ships to analyze 
large amounts of sensor data, determine the pattern, and determine how to fly. The combination of sensors and 
artificial intelligence not only improves the safety and efficiency of offshore operations, but also reduces the 
expectation of human intervention by enabling autonomous vessels to navigate poorly and poorly. 
 
The analysis also shows a number of challenges that need to be addressed to realize the full potential of sensors 
and intelligence in fleet management. These challenges include integrating disparate sensor data, ensuring the 
reliability and performance of sensor systems in harsh ocean environments, and control systems that govern the 
management of maritime operations. Additionally, the review highlights the importance of human resource 
management and response capabilities in fleet management and emphasizes the need for further research and 
development of human-machine interaction to improve collaboration and decision-making on autonomous 
ships. Despite these challenges, the review concluded that electronic devices and artificial intelligence can 
improve situational awareness for autonomous ships, leading to the pursuit of safer, more efficient and effective 
maritime transportation. 
 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
Autonomous ship systems consist of many interconnected systems that work in harmony to ensure safety and 
efficiency. At its core is electrical power, the battery that powers the entire body. This power supports all 
components, ensuring continuous operation in marine operations. Additionally, lidar systems play an important 
role in measuring the environment. By emitting laser pulses and measuring their reflections, lidar can create a 
three-dimensional image of the ship's surroundings. This information is essential for detecting problems, 
preventing collisions, and correct navigation, allowing ships to navigate quickly and efficiently. 
 
The brain of the autonomous boat system is the Arduino Uno microcontroller board. It serves as a central 
processing unit responsible for integrating sensor data, running control algorithms, and coordinating other 
components. With versatile programming capabilities and capable input and output interfaces, Arduino Uno 
enables rapid decision-making and control, enabling autonomous ships to react quickly and survive 
environmental change. The display module is added to the Arduino Uno and provides suggestions and status 
information to the operator or user. Whether an LCD or OLED display, the screen can enhance the experience 
by displaying important information such as sensor readings, navigation parameters and warning systems, 
allowing the ship's operation to be monitored and controlled. 
 
Security is important in managing outdoor activities and alarms play an important role in improving security. 
The alarm system notifies the user of important events or malfunctions, such as interference detection, low 
battery power, or errors, by providing an audible or visual alarm. This warning system ensures timely 
intervention to dangerous or functional problems, reducing risk and proper functioning of the nervous system. 
Finally, the propulsion system, consisting of an engine and an electric motor, enables the boat to move in the 
water. The motor driver controls the speed and direction of the motor according to commands from the Arduino 
Uno, allowing precise control of the boat's movement. These components come together to create an integrated 
and powerful autonomous fleet system that can drive autonomously while maintaining safety, efficiency and 
reliability. 
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DESCRIPTION 
Batteries: 
Batteries work as the propulsion power of the boat and provide electricity everywhere. It is a rechargeable 
battery that is generally selected based on its capacity, voltage and energy density to meet energy needs. 
Depending on the size and range of needs of the autonomous ship, battery capacity varies from small lithium-
ion to large lead acid or lithium polymer battery packs. 
Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging): 
Lidar is a remote sensing device that measures the distance of emitted laser pulses and measures their 
reflections. On autonomous ships, Lidar is used to provide a detailed 3D map of the ship's surroundings. It 
provides distance measurement of objects, obstacle detection, collision avoidance and navigation planning. The 
range, resolution and scanning capabilities of lidar systems will vary depending on the specific needs of the 
autonomous ship's operation. 
Arduino Uno: 
Arduino Uno is a popular microcontroller board used to control various electronic devices and machines. In 
autonomous ships, Arduino Uno acts as the central operating system responsible for receiving sensor data, 
operating control systems, and sharing the work of other components. It is ideal for use in control systems by 
offering a variety of digital and analog input/output pins for interfacing with sensors, actuators and 
communication modules. 
Display: 
The display module provides visual feedback and status information to the user or operator of the ship's control 
system. It can be LCD (Liquid Crystal Display), OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diode) or LED (Light Emitting 
Diode) display. The screen shows real-time information such as sensor readings, navigation parameters, system 
status and alarms. It increases situational awareness by allowing users to monitor ship management performance 
and make informed decisions. 
Alarms: 
Alarm systems provide audible or visual alarms to indicate critical conditions or malfunctions in the ship's 
control system. Detection issue can be caused by many situations such as low battery, malfunction or security 
breach. Alerts improve safety by informing users of potential hazards or operational issues requiring attention, 
ensuring timely intervention and mitigating potential danger. 
Motor drives and motors: 
Motor drives and motors form the robot's drive system. Autonomous boats enable them to move on water. The 
motor driver controls the speed and direction of the motor based on commands from the Arduino Uno. It 
converts electrical signals into mechanical motion to control the thrust and thrust of the ship. The engine 
provides the necessary power to propel the boat forward or backward, allowing the boat to operate well by 
providing precise and efficient control. 
 
COMPARISION OF SENSORS AND AI TRCHNIQUES FOR SITUATIONAL AWARENESS IN 
AUTONOMOUS SHIPS 

Sensors/AI 
Techniques Advantages Limitations 

Radar - Reliable long-range detection - Difficulty in identifying smaller objects 

 
- Effective in adverse weather 
conditions  

Lidar 
- High-resolution 3D mapping 
capabilities - Limited effectiveness in extreme weather 

 - Precise object recognition and tracking conditions or low visibility 
Cameras - Visual perception akin to human vision - Performance degradation in low-light or 

 
- Rich contextual information for 
navigation obstructed conditions (fog, rain) 

Acoustic Sensors 
- Effective for underwater object 
detection - Limited range and directionality 

 - Complement other sensor modalities  
Machine Learning 
Algorithms 

- Analyzing vast datasets, discerning 
patterns - Interpretability of AI-driven decisions 

 - Predicting future events - Data privacy and cybersecurity concerns 
Computer Vision 
Algorithms - Object detection and classification - Performance degradation in challenging 
 - Scene understanding for navigation visual conditions (fog, low-light) 
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Sensors/AI 
Techniques Advantages Limitations 

Natural Language 
Processing 

- Facilitating communication with 
human operators - Complexity in natural language understanding 

 
CONCLUSION 

In summary, this review of sensors and artificial intelligence technology for the control of ships provides insight 
into their important role in shaping the future of shipping. By combining advanced technologies such as radar, 
lidar, cameras and acoustic sensors with artificial intelligence technologies such as machine learning, computer 
vision and natural word processing, capable ships can understand and interpret with an unprecedented, efficient 
and responsive environment. This integration not only improves the safety and efficiency of offshore operations, 
but also brings new opportunities to ships with the freedom to navigate difficult and inhospitable locations. 
However, challenges such as sensor integration, reliability, control management, and human-machine 
interaction still have significant issues to solve. The full potential of sensors and intelligence in transportation 
needs to be realized. Despite these challenges, the development of sensor and artificial intelligence technology 
onboard ships is expected to revolutionize the maritime industry and pave the way to become safer, more 
efficient and more secure in the coming years. 
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